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Superstorms and natural disasters are extraordinary, but inevitable, events that we are facing 

more often in today’s world. When they occur, planning and decision-making often happen as 

event unfold. Typically operations teams have drills to prepare for a disaster that may strike, but many 

times the financial teams don’t have their own preparedness plan. Such unpreparedness can cause 

significant financial strain on your organization. But there are several financial best practices you can follow 

to help ensure your company is ready for when the storm hits.

Understanding the basics of storm cost recovery
When thinking about storm cost recovery, there are two primary methods most businesses adopt.

Storm Reserve 

The first is a storm reserve. It’s a common regulatory practice, especially in areas with frequent storms. A 

local commission designates a specified cost recovery amount which accumulates yearly to offset costs that 

may occur. While the reserve approach can defray some costs and help with future planning, the amount 

could fall short when covering the restoration costs of significant events, which we have seen with major 

events but also with smaller storms.

In New Orleans, for example, over 1,700 distribution poles and 12 substations1 were destroyed during 

Hurricane Katrina. Entergy New Orleans cited costs of $1 billion2 to repair and upgrade systems to new 

hardening standards. And, even after 13 years, there are still parts of New Orleans that haven’t recovered. 

After the hurricane, the New Orleans City Council approved a storm reserve of $75 million3, though a future 

storm could easily cause more damage and wipe out the repairs made with that reserve.

Reserve funds can also be used for small localized storms as well. In March 2018, Rhode Island was hit by 

two storms including the Nor’easter Winter Storm Riley4. Damaging winds and heavy snow destroyed utility 

poles and knocked out power lines. The next month, the Pascoag Utility District filed a request with the 

state to tap into the storm reserve, requesting just under $30,000 in funds5, which was approved by the 

district’s utility commission.

1 https://www.elp.com/articles/2015/08/ten-years-after-how-entergy-new-orleans-survived-hurricane-katrina.html
2 https://www.elp.com/articles/2015/08/ten-years-after-how-entergy-new-orleans-survived-hurricane-katrina.html
3 https://www.nola.com/katrina/index.ssf/2015/08/entergy_katrina_10_power_outag.html 
4 https://weather.com/storms/winter/news/2018-03-01-winter-storm-riley-noreaster-high-winds-coastal-flooding-heavy-snow
5 http://clerkshq.com/Content/PUC-ri/orders/2018/23172.htm
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Deferral Accounting 

The second common storm cost recovery method is through deferral accounting. It allows a utility company 

to capture costs associated with storm restoration in a regulatory asset account on the organization’s 

books. The local commission will hold hearings to review and determine the appropriate costs, as justified 

by the utility company. Keep in mind: deferrals aren’t just for hurricanes, they’ve also been taken for other 

natural disasters, including the Missouri tornado outbreaks and California wildfires1. 

The deferral method can be utilized on its own and with jurisdictions that have storm reserves. It’s an 

essential option for any company when considering the potential of significant restoration costs.

Regulatory considerations for deferral requests
Large storms come with extra scrutiny from a variety of stakeholders. When preparing for the regulatory 

commission, transparency is critical.

Consider asking the following questions across your organization:

 • What is your definition of allowable storm restoration costs? 

 • Will the recovery allow for incremental O&M costs or capital costs? 

 • Are carrying costs permitted on substantial cash outlays? 

 •  What are the offsets to storm restoration costs, including insurance proceedings and state and 

federal grants?

It’s important to communicate with your local commission to understand the allowable deferral costs quickly 

and often.

1 http://www.eei.org/issuesandpolicy/electricreliability/mutualassistance/Documents/BeforeandAftertheStorm.pdf
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Isolating extraordinary retirements
When it comes to depreciating assets, superstorms and 

other extraordinary events can get classified as outliers when 

performing forecasting analysis in a depreciation study.

Part of the reasoning behind this is the difficulty in identifying 

specific assets in the aftermath of an event. Mass asset 

methodologies have become commonplace throughout the 

utility industry to account for the assets being retired.

As an example, look at the different retirement approaches 

of three common accounting methods and their tax 

implications.

 1.  The FIFO method retires assets that are so old they aren’t able to generate any tax benefits because 

there is no undepreciated balance remaining.

 2.  Using a mortality curve is a more readily accepted method today. Both old and new assets get 

retired, but there are income tax deduction benefits because the newer assets would still have 

depreciation on the books.

 3.  Finally, the vintage neutral method would proportionally retire assets across every vintage. This 

method tends to offer a better financial outcome because of a higher income tax benefit on 

depreciation, which can provide needed cash flow for rebuilding. It also allows companies to look at 

assets in terms of location versus vintage.

With planning for extraordinary events, a vintage neutral option put into place has added benefits:

 •  Flexibility to analyze and determine the best outcome for your organization

 •  Allows for a pre-determined plan in place to efficiently retire assets and create dedicated storm 

planning processes

 •  Creation of uniform workflows so the process runs smoothly on a consistent basis, especially in areas 

where massive storms are more common
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Best practices for storm recovery preparedness
When it comes to extraordinary events, you don’t want to miss the opportunity to stay ahead of the 

curve.

First, form a storm team that combines members from accounting and finance to track costs and 

capture the appropriate tax and regulations for key stakeholders. That also means understanding 

any jurisdictional regulations and cost recovery mechanisms already in place.

Additionally, create an established course of action for extraordinary events and communicate 

it across departments, so everyone knows their role when the time comes. Depending on your 

location, understand the accounting and reporting impacts of storms that could hit late in the year.

Finally, run scenario planning on storms of different sizes, especially if you’re in a storm reserve 

jurisdiction, to determine reserve depletion and potential deferral requests.

For more information
Ensure your organization is ready for a significant storm. The PowerPlan team can work with you to 

help evaluate your preparedness for extraordinary events.

PowerPlan software helps utilities comply with industry standards, improve regulatory strategy, 

create asset plans and gain tax insights to make better strategic decisions. For more information, 

email confidence@powerplan.com or visit www.powerplan.com.


